Sea Shapes

- Choose 3 colouring pencils
- Go to the Aquarium
- Find somewhere to sit comfortably
- Join the dots
- Find the fish (yes!! It is a fish)
- Look at it carefully and then colour in the picture
- Now add in the background to show its habitat (where it lives)

Did you know...
The male seahorse carries the babies in his pouch and then gives birth to them.

I have found a
Seahorse

Now collect your FREE sticker from the Information Desk!
Did you know…

Coral grows at about the same speed as your fingernails!

Now collect your free sticker from the information desk.

Aquarium antics

- Draw at least 2 more fish you can see in the reef.
- Colour in the long-nosed butterfly fish and coral.
- Find the fish in the reef display.
- Go to the aquarium.
- Choose 3 colouring pencils.

Tick

I have drawn a

fish with a spot

fish with more

spots

fish with a tail

fish striped